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Abstract 

Whole exome and whole genome sequencing allows to searched for multiple genetic conditions during 

one step, reducing the time and price to achieve a diagnostic decision. These technologies have also 
entered the critical care units (including neonatal) where time to diagnosis is tremendously essential not 

only to direct treatment decisions and treatment efficacy but also to guage effectiveness of procedures like 

surgery or transplantation. While it isn't uncommon to use FISH, karyotyping, aCGH and single gene 
sequencing in these critical units, the emergence of NGS promises to spot both sequence variants with 

copy number variants within one test, making the whole procedure significantly simpler during a clinical 

setting. the bulk of the genetic disorders- especially autosomal recessive metabolic diseases or de novo 

cases- typically appear within the ICU without prior indication. Genetic testing is thus targeting a much 
bigger group of patients within the ICU where clinical features of the diseases are getting to be more 

prominent than before birth or start the primary time after delivery. this is often particularly of 

importance, when one is screening for complex neuromuscular disorders or metabolic abnormalities 
where quite one gene are often involved. CentoICUTM offers a targeted panel based solution for early 

and fast diagnosis of critically ill newborns and kids under 24 months. within the current format, this 
panel screens for several many diseases in but 4-7 days. 

Objective: About 3 to 4% of newborns are going to be born with a genetic disorder or major congenital 

anomaly . Genetic disorders including congenital anomalies are a number one explanation for death. one 

among 20 newborn babies is admitted to an medical care Unit (ICU). Common presentations within the 
ICU are thanks to genetic diseases. 

Methods: While it's not uncommon to use Karyotyping, FISH, aCGH and single gene sequencing in ICU, 
the emergence of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) promises to detect both sequence variants with 

copy number variants within one test, making the entire procedure significantly simpler during a clinical 

setting. CentoICU™ offers a targeted panel based solution for early and fast diagnosis of critically ill 
newborns and youngsters but 24 months. within the current format, this panel screens for several many 

diseases in but 4–7 days. Selection criteria of targeted genes include early onset, severe disease, ICU 
related symptomatology and diseases/syndromes of differential diagnostic value.  

Results: Using Illumina technology, CentoICU™ includes 806 genes from different categories including 

metabolic diseases, neurological disorders, muscular disorders, seizures disorders, kidney diseases, 

anemias, complex malformations, immunological disorders and mitochondrial disorders. Over 99% of 
these genes are covered by 100%. top quality variant annotation, variant prioritization by frequency and 

performance , phenotype filtering by Human Phenotype Ontology terms and variant classification using 

elaborated data bases like CentoMD™ cause a top quality report including phenotype associated 
pathogenic and certain pathogenic variants and a diagnostic interpretation considering all available data.  

Conclusion: CentoICU™ is a superb account a selected, urgent, clinical question. it's recommended for 
newborns and youngsters but 24 months admitted to the ICU and presenting with unclear 
symptomatology. bit of fabric needed and short turnaround complete the benefits of the tactic . 

This work is partly 9th International Conference on Neonatology and Perinatology on November 28-29, 
2016 Valencia, Spain 
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